Ready. Resistant.
Reliable. Industrial.

AUTOMAC 38 PIÙ
EN

The automatic packaging machine model Automac 38 Più for the packaging of fresh products contained in trays, is particularly
suitable for use in supermarkets, superstores and mid-sized packaging centres. Made completely of stainless steel, aluminium and
plastic materials, it is compact and very versatile. Thanks to the 5 coN½gurations possible, Automac 38 Più responds to the diverse
needs of our customers, in terms of size and space available. The two reels always in motion, allow for fully automatic wrapping,
without interruption in production for the replacement of the ½lm strip in accordance with the workable formats.
Main characteristics

5 available cON½GUrations

Automac 38 Più meets all the needs of possible production layouts: it
is the only packaging machine in the world that offers this possibility.

Easy access to the internal parts of the machine

The 5 available openings allow for easy access to internal parts for
operations of periodic cleaning and regular maintenance. The
absence of mechanical parts under the lift ensures the highest
levels of hygiene and cleanliness.

½LMreels always ready to packaGe

The two independent reels are always ready to use and guarantee
the most ef½CIEnt½LMconsumption, able to manage a reel with
reduced width on one side and one with a larger width on the
other. In conjunction with the dedicated optional feature, Automac
38Più can automatically read the format of the tray, selecting the
most appropriate reel without any intervention of the operator,
therefore ensuring flexibility, high average speed and constant production.

Possibility of selecTINGSPEEDSfor optimal
wrAPPINGof the trays

Speed: 21 and 31 packages a minute. It is possible to choose
the most suitable speed for the tray to wrap in order to facilitate
its packaging (for example, a tray with high centre of gravity).

Mission: to packaGe trays of every shape,
colour and size, always and well

Automac 38 Più guarantees the packaging of every tray type,
of the most varied shapes and colours. The product is packaged with
particular attention to the sealing of the tray underside: the end
sealing belt is designed to optimise the sealing of thE½LMWIThout
overheating the tray.

0LUG AND Pack!

Automac 38 Più is powered by 208, 230 or 400 V without any need
for compressed air.

Reel substitution in less than 45 seconds

Changing the reel is fast and easy: it takes less than 45 seconds.
Moreover the always in motion second reel reduces this time even
more, to less than 30 seconds. The reduced weight of the reel
facilitates replacement by the operator.

Ideal for packaGiNG of fresh and
very fresh products

Meat,½SH, fruit, vegetables, gastronomy, cheese, and more.

3Afety before anyTHINGELSEà

Each part of Automac 38 Più has been designed in compliance with
the most severe regulations on operator safety. In addition, the
rounded design of the safety guard eliminates accidental impact
during movement in the vicinity of the packaging machine.

Automac 38 Più cON½GUration ZS




Exit cON½GUrations available.

Wrapping programmes
available.




Optional features from
the list.

StrETCH½LM.
Min reel width.




Maximum speed:
31 packages a minute.

StrETCH½LM
Max reel width.




Seconds to change the
reel.

Weight 380 kg,
machine with
standard configuration.

Gruppo Fabbri Vignola guarantees quick, ef½CIEnt and widespread technical assistance, thanks to a team of qUALI½Ed and multi-lingual professionals, always at the disposal of customers.

$)3#,!)-%2The content and information provided in this brochure are intended for general marketing purposes, therefore no subject (person or company) must consider them exact or complete.
Gruppo Fabbri Vignola, its company organisations, managers, officials, employees, agents and consultants will not be held liable (including liability resulting from error or negligence, without any
limitation) for any direct or indirect loss, damage, cost or obligation which could have been suffered resulting from the use or reliance on that contained or omitted in this brochure. Gruppo Fabbri
Vignola reserves the right to modify the specifics of its products without any prior notice. For further technical or economical information, please contact the Gruppo Fabbri Vignola Sales Department.
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